Temporal Transfer of Locomotion Style
Yejin Kim, Myunggyu Kim, and Michael Neff

Timing plays a key role in expressing the qualitative
aspects of a character’s motion; that is, conveying
emotional state, personality, and character role, all
potentially without changing spatial positions. Temporal
editing of locomotion style is particularly difficult for a
novice animator since observers are not well attuned to the
sense of weight and energy displayed through motion
timing; and the interface for adjusting timing is far less
intuitive to use than that for adjusting pose. In this paper,
we propose an editing system that effectively captures the
timing variations in an example locomotion set and utilizes
them for style transfer from one motion to another via
both global and upper-body timing transfers. The global
timing transfer focuses on matching the input motion to
the body speed of the selected example motion, while the
upper-body timing transfer propagates the sense of
movement flow — succession — through the torso and
arms. Our transfer process is based on key times detected
from the example set and transferring the relative changes
of angle rotation in the upper body joints from a timing
source to an input target motion. We demonstrate that our
approach is practical in an interactive application such
that a set of short locomotion cycles can be applied to
generate a longer sequence with continuously varied
timings.
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I. Introduction
From an idle stance to a graceful ballet, there are a wide
variety of human motions captured for different synthesis
purposes. Among them, human locomotion is one of the most
widely used activities in interactive applications such as
computer games and virtual agents, yet it often requires
laborious effort and expertise in motion properties to transform
input data into a desired style [1]. This is especially true for a
novice animator, whereby such a person can be faced with
editing a 3D articulated character consisting of a high number
of degrees of freedom (DOF) and needing to maintain
correlations between body parts throughout the locomotion
sequence.
Recent data-driven approaches [2]–[6] focus on how to
satisfy the pose constraints imposed by an animator and
generate stylistic variations from the example motion set.
These approaches are particularly focused on the timing
adjustments to make a quick style change for an input motion.
As noted in [7], observers feel very differently about the sense
of weight and energy shown by a character that moves through
the same spatial positions when there are temporal changes.
Furthermore, the qualitative aspects of style, such as the
emotional state and particular role of a character, are influenced
arguably more by timing variations than by postural
configurations [8]. For example, the number of in-between
frames between two keys in a walk can specify a degree of
tiredness or depression throughout the motion sequence.
Unfortunately, current approaches pay less attention to reusing
such stylistic examples in expressive locomotion generation.
They require users to set a number of key frames or control
handles to impose pose constraints, which can be a tedious job
for a large example set with cycled motions like human
locomotion. Moreover, their temporal edits mainly target
controlling the variable speed of the motion in the output
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Fig. 1. Overview of temporal transfer of locomotion style.

sequence and neither effectively capture the timing variations
within the example sequence itself nor utilize such timing
differences for the style transfer.
In this paper, we propose an editing system for locomotion
style that provides temporal adjustments to an input motion via
global and upper-body timing transfers from an example set.
As shown in Fig. 1, our system first constructs loop cycles
from the example set and uses them as an input target and
timing sources — an input target is the motion whose timing
we want to transform with the style edit, while a timing source
is the motion that we want to transfer the timing from. Thus,
the output motion has spatial qualities of the input and timing
features of the example source.
During global timing transfer, we extract the timing variations
in the example set based on the duration between the detected
key times and apply the extracted timing distribution to the input
motion. This matches the input motion to the variable body
speed of the selected example motion and will contain the
overall sense of weight and energy observed in the example. In
addition, through an upper-body timing transfer, the system
propagates the sense of movement flow throughout the upper
body, which is often referred to as succession [9]–[10].
Functionally, succession is the process of movement passing
from one joint to the next rather than all movement starting and
stopping at the same time. We transfer this succession by
capturing the relative changes of angle rotation in the upper body
joints from the timing source and then applying them to the input
motion with a scaled amount of joint rotation.
Our system makes two main contributions. First, we extract
the timing variations from the example set and apply them to a
motion cycle for style modification without destroying spatial
details and constraints present in the original motion. This makes
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our approach practical for interactive applications such that a set
of short locomotion cycles can be applied to generate a longer
sequence with continuously varied timings. Second, to generate
a convincing output, we provide a simple but effective timing
transfer processes for the variable body speed and succession in
the upper body part. During these transfers, the system requires
minimum user intervention and provides quick style changes.
Our experimental results show that an animator can generate
stylistic variations from the example set simply by selecting the
input and timing sources that exhibit the desired style.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We
begin with a survey of previous approaches for temporal edits
on motion style in Section II. The locomotion analysis is
explained in Section III, and the temporal transfers are detailed
in Section IV. After experimental results are demonstrated in
Section V, we conclude this paper with a discussion of potential
improvements in Sections VI and VII.

II. Related Work
Over the years, a variety of research has been conducted that
uses timing aspects of motion as an editing tool for changing
the style in the motion synthesis. Witkin and Popovic [11] used
spline-based interpolation of key frames, which modifies an
example motion to achieve a certain pose at a given time point
while preserving original content of the motion elsewhere. A
sketch-based system was adopted by Terra and Metoyer [12] to
set object timings on the motion path directly from a user’s
input device. Incorporating the timing changes of example
motions into the physics-based system, McCann and others [6]
focused on maintaining physical validity of the temporally
modified motion by using the optimization of the objective
function; a function that balances the timing and torque
controls. In an attempt to speed up the timing modification
process, Hsu and others [3] compressed or expanded an input
motion temporally to follow the local timings in the example
motion. For this, they used an objective function to access the
similarity between two motions and performed a constrained
path search on the discretized frames. On the other hand,
Coleman and others [2] provided a single-pose representation,
which is designed to control the timing variations of each joint
over multiple frames concurrently. Based on a multivariate
statistical method, Lau and others [4] trained a generative
model with a relatively small number of examples, which
synthesizes temporal and spatial variants of the input motions.
Recently, Lockwood and Singh [5] proposed a motion path–
based editing system that first modifies spatial data of a motion
via a manipulation of the control points on the path and then
adjusts the timings of footsteps to maintain temporal similarity
with the original motion. Most of these approaches, however,
Yejin Kim et al.
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have paid little attention to capturing and applying the temporal
variations from example motions for style transfer.
Within a procedural animation system, Chi and others [13]
provided explicit parameters such as frame duration and a
velocity function to show different timing patterns of arm
movements. In a similar sense, Neff and Fiume [14] introduced
a kinematic approach to improve the sense of flow of gesture
movements by delaying joint rotations to generate succession
in transitions between key poses.
Our research is also related to the techniques that replace
specific body parts or the DOF of one motion with another to
expand the size of a motion database. Pullen and Bregler [15]
added high-frequency details of an example motion to the
output by filling the sparse DOF specified in a key-framed
manner. Al-Ghreimil and Hahn [16] extracted a partial motion
of an upper body performing a throwing motion and combined
it with walking data. Ikemoto and Forsyth [17] designed a rulebased classifier to transplant limbs in an example set. Ashraf
and Wong [18] divided a character body into an upper and
a lower half and maintained consistently synchronized
locomotion between the two halves via decoupled interpolation.
Similarly, Heck and others [19] introduced a layered approach
that focuses on preserving the cross-body correlation for the
upper and lower body combination. Later, Oshita [20] tried to
maintain the correlation by adding torso vibrations, extracted
from a given action, to the lower body motion. In our approach,
we do not replace DOF between the motions to generate the
variants of the input motion; instead, we focus on modifying
the input style via the timing transfers without worrying about
spatial data changes.

III. Locomotion Analysis
Human locomotion is a complicated but constrained activity.
Physically, one walks by propelling the lower limbs in a cyclic
pattern to maintain balance above the ground. This makes a
locomotion cycle, called a loop cycle in our work, a natural
choice as a compact and structured representation for style
editing since it can be concatenated repeatedly and will yield
smooth locomotion without further blending during the
locomotion synthesis. Assuming each example clip starts and
ends with the same foot step, a stance period can be defined by
detecting the important moments of foot contact on the ground.
We call such moments key times and use them to set
correspondences between the examples for the timing transfer
process.

1. Key Time Detection
It is a laborious task to tag every key time manually, even for
408
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Table 1. Detection of key times: positional acceleration of ankle and
toe joints crossing zeroes or being near zero is used to detect
key times for each foot stance.
Key times

Support foot
acceleration

Swing foot
height

Ankle, toe

Ankle

Start stance (SS)

≈ 0, > 0 or > 0, ≈ 0

—

Mid-stance (MS)

≈ 0, ≈ 0

Highest

End stance (ES)

> 0, > 0

—

a short locomotion sequence. Furthermore, the precise starting
moment for each stance is ambiguous to detect with a fixed
threshold value as the example motion contains noise and
retargeting errors [21]. For this reason, we first attempt to
reduce the noise for the foot joints with a low-pass filter, the
Savitzky–Golay filter [22], which smooths out local peaks of
noise from motion curves of foot joints while maintaining the
high peaks that possibly belong to a frame not belonging to a
stance period. For our example set, a filtering window size
consisting of ten frames and a smoothing polynomial of degree
four worked well for preserving the global shape of significant
peaks in target data [23].
As shown in Table 1, we detect three different key times to
define a period for each foot stance: SS, MS, and ES. Here, SS
is the start of the stance period; that is, the point where the
leading part (for example, heel or toe) of the foot initially
contacts the ground. MS is the moment when a swing foot
reaches its highest point while the support foot rests on the
ground. ES is the end of the stance period; that is, the moment
when contact is broken between the foot and the ground. To
effectively capture the key times for the stance period, we
applied zero-crossings of acceleration of two joints, the ankle
and toe, from the support foot and the height position from the
swing foot, as shown in Table 1. For the zero-crossings of
joints, a spatial filter, Laplacian of Gaussian, is applied to detect
the sign change in the acceleration data. It is noteworthy that
there are two different cases for SS detection due to the heelstrike or toe-strike moment of the foot. When there are multiple
detections for each key time, we select the one that has the
lowest height position or let an animator select one.

2. Loop Cycle Generation
Given the key times, a loop cycle can be constructed by
blending the first stance with the second stance, as shown in
Fig. 2. Based on the DTW technique [24], we set the
correspondence between two stances with the blending
window size, min(ESi−SSi, ESi+1−SSi+1). Each of the inETRI Journal, Volume 37, Number 2, April 2015
http://dx.doi.org/10.4218/etrij.15.0114.0021
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Blending based on DTW
Loop cycle

Fig. 2. Specification of a loop cycle: two foot stances, L1 and L2,
are dynamically time-warped (DTW) and blended to
replace the first stance (L1), which creates the smooth
loop continuity.

between frames between two key times is generated by linearly
interpolating their root positions and performing spherical
linear interpolation [25] on the joint rotations.

Table 2. Number of in-between frames used by each foot stance in
the example set.
Examples

Left foot

Right foot

FS

FF

PO

FS

FF

PO

Basic

28

18

37

24

16

38

Female

42

14

49

38

12

42

Jogging

18

19

16

17

19

15

Bouncy

10

23

25

12

24

28

Confident

14

23

25

12

20

33

Sneaky

71

20

58

68

14

52

Energetic

13

29

20

10

28

15

Tired

20

69

13

20

62

15

IV. Temporal Transfer
Table 2 shows the timing variations in the example set in
terms of time spent (for example, in-between frames used) by
different foot phases: foot strike (FS), foot flat (FF), and push
off (PO), as shown in Fig. 2. Similar to the key times detected
for a foot stance in Section III-1, the aforementioned foot
phases represent states comprising foot joints that are in contact
with the ground, within each foot stance: FS is a phase starting
at SS and going to FF, where FF starts with two foot joints (for
example, toe and ankle) having zero-crossings. After MS, PO
starts with one of the foot joints being pushed off from the
ground until ES. The stylistic differences in the example set can
be observed from these foot phases. For example, the “sneaky”
motion spends considerably more time on the FS and PO
phases than the “tired” one does due to its cautious movements
taking longer on the toe or heel areas. It is from this perspective
that we match the variable body speed of the timing source to
an input motion based on the duration ratios of corresponding
phases between two motions. In our approach, we use the
phase durations between SS, MS, and ES, instead of FS,
FF, and PO, since they are better suited for controlling the
durations of leg rising and lowering the output motion.

1. Global Timing Transfer
Given the shape of the motion path in the space, the distancetime function, which relates time to distance traveled, can be
defined to set the body speed along the curved path. This
distance along a curve is defined as arc length, and it is
specified as a function of time to parameterize the curve within
a range of a parameter value, t, where t ∈ [0, 1]. However, for
an arbitrary path, this relationship between the distance along
ETRI Journal, Volume 37, Number 2, April 2015
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Fig. 3. Temporal spacings between in-between frames (sphere
dots) based on the same parametric values used for the
arc length traveled between two example motions. Each
curve shows a motion path traveled by a root joint. Here,
the top and bottom paths (blue) are drawn from two
types of walk, basic and sneaky, respectively. Middle
path (red) is generated by locating the corresponding
positions on the basic walk by using the parametric
values from the sneaky walk. Square dots (pink) indicate
the corresponding key times between the motions.

the curve and t does not always result in the desired body speed.
For example, when the path curve is defined for the root joint,
we can locate the corresponding positions on the curve from
one motion to another by using the same t values and
interpolation of two neighboring points on the curve (for
example, arc length–based approach). However, as seen in
Fig. 3, using this t value from a motion with higher body speed
for a motion with lower speed, the duration between two
consecutive frames become longer, and a viewer can perceive
it as a discontinuity in the motion. The distribution of phase
durations varies in stylistically different motions, as shown in
Fig. 4. This means that the portion of arc length covered in a
phase will be different across these motions. Applying the
timing from a phase in one motion to the same phase in another
motion can lead to unnaturally slow or fast velocities. Thus, the
direct transfer of the arc lengths between two motions only
works reasonably when there is a similar distribution of phase
Yejin Kim et al.
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% of time spent or distance traveled

0.40
0.35

Basic walk: time duration
Sneaky walk: time duration
Jogging: time duration

Basic walk: arc length traveled
Sneaky walk: arc length traveled
Jogging: arc length traveled

uˆk  uk
(ak 1  ak ),
uk 1  uk

(2)

where ûk and uk are normalized by êi and ei, respectively, such
that ûk, uk ∈ [0, 1] for each phase. Here, ak is an arc length
traveled by uk in the corresponding phase of the input motion.
The actual location on the output curve for a root joint is
estimated by interpolating the two nearby frames in the input
motion, located at ak and ak+1, with the weight derived from
(âo – ak)/(ak+1 – ak).

0.30
0.25
0.20
0.15
0.10
0.05
0.00

LSS-LMS LMS-LES LES-RSS RSS-RMS RMS-RES RES-LSS
Foot phase

Fig. 4. This shows the distributions of various foot phases in
terms of the percentage of time spent or distance
travelled by the root joint for various examples. Here,
SS, MS, and ES denote the key times for start stance,
mid-stance, and end stance in a left- (L) or right (R)-foot
stance, respectively.

durations for the motions. However, this is not a typical case as
the stylistic motions show large velocity changes throughout
the motion sequence. For this reason, we match the ratio of
velocities for each phase (for example, between two key times)
in the output to be the same as the ratio of velocities in the
timing source; thus, the duration of the output should be the
same as the duration of the timing source.
Formally, let ei and oi be the number of in-between frames
and the distance traveled along the arc length of the ith phase in
the input motion, respectively, where i ∈ [1, … , Np] and Np is
the total number of phases. Similarly, the corresponding jth
phase in the timing source defines ëj and öj. Since we want to
adjust the ratio of the input motion, ei /oi, to be the same as that
used for the timing source, we redistribute the total time spent
by the timing source to each phase duration in the input motion
based on its new ratio, èi, as follows,
ej
èi
eˆi 
N T for èi  oi N T .
(1)
NI
oj
1 èi
Here, NI and NT are the number of total in-between frames in
the input and timing source, respectively. It is noteworthy that
èi is the number of frames required to move at the average
velocity of the timing source over the distance for each phase
in the input, while êi ensures that the output duration is the
same as the timing source.
Given êi for the ith phase in the output motion, we now need
to redistribute the in-between frames. From the parameterized
curve, we can approximate a corresponding arc length, âo, from
ûk, by computing the linear distance between two neighboring
points in the input motion as follows:
410
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2. Upper-Body Timing Transfer
Once the body speed of the input motion is matched to the
selected timing source, the timing of the upper body is
transferred from the source to the input motion. In this process,
we mainly focus on capturing the succession starting from the
root and passing throughout the upper body parts. The timing
changes for the lower body parts can be adjusted by skipping
or delaying the time spent to lift or to lower a leg; however,
these can potentially destroy some of the key physical
characteristics and constraints embedded in the original motion
[5], [19]. On the other hand, the spatial and temporal attributes
of a motion in the upper body are less constrained and convey
more stylistic variation for expressive locomotion [18].
As shown in Fig. 5, our timing transfer for the upper body
between two motions is performed with two separate variables;
that is, joint rotation shift, ∆β, and scale, α. The rotation shift is
achieved by moving the time between the peak rotation of
child and parent joints in the input motion to align with the
ones in the timing source. These joint rotations are further
edited by scaling their range of movement in the upper body
based on the relative changes in the amplitude between the
input and timing source.

3. Joint Rotation Shift
In the articulated body model, the succession amount passing
throughout the upper body is defined by the relative offset in
the start and stop times (or peak values) of rotations between
the child and its parent joints [13]–[14]. Inspired by this, the
temporal difference between the two peak points on the child
and its parent joint curves are compared between the two
motions to determine the joint rotation shift in our system. As
shown in Fig. 5, ∆βI and ∆βT are the timing differences
between those joints for the input and timing source,
respectively. We first shift the child curve by ∆βI to align its
peak with the parent curve; or vice versa. When NI and NT are
the total number of in-between frames in the input and timing
source, respectively, the temporal order and shifting amount,
 I , for the child curve for the input motion is determined by
ETRI Journal, Volume 37, Number 2, April 2015
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where the shift direction (for example, temporal order) is
determined by the sign of ∆βT in the timing source. For
example, in the case of a negative sign, we shift the child curve
to the left to place its peak in front of the parent curve. In the
case of multiple peaks in the cycles, we shift the rotation curves
based on its first detected peak. In our experiments, we used
the highest peak points for the input and timing sources since
it is a moment when the joint rotation starts to change its
direction (for example, the succession starts to propagate
throughout the upper body); however, the lowest peaks also
work for the same shift. Since a loop cycle is used for the
timing transfer; hence, shifting does not disturb the smooth
continuity in the input motion. For multiple cycles, the same
shift is applied for the entire motion sequence, as shown in
Fig. 6.
While the joint rotation shift is directly related to the
succession transfer throughout the upper body parts, it does not
adjust the spatial movements of the input motion in
correspondence with the physical characteristics shown from
the timing source. For example, when the basic motion is
transferred to the tired motion, the range of the arm swings
should be reduced for the tired state. To maintain a plausible
range of movements in the output motion, we scale the joint
rotations in the upper body based on the peak-to-peak
amplitude between the input and timing source, as shown in

Basic cycle
0.7

Δβr

Joint rotation in y-axis (radians)

0.6
0.5

TP

0.4

IP

TC

0.3
0.2
0.1

IC

0.0
–0.1

1

51

101

151

201

251

301

351

Δβl

–0.2
Frames

Tired cycle
Basic: right shoulder
Tried: right shoulder

Basic: right elbow
Tried: right elbow

Fig. 5. Joint rotation shift and scale: shoulder and elbow joints in
the two cycles of a loop sequence are plotted from the
basic and tired walks, respectively. Here, shifting amount,
Δβ, is defined as the distance between two extreme points
of the shoulder and elbow joints, while peak-to-peak
amplitude, α, will be used for the scaling amount.

 I  N I

 T
,
NT

(3)

Female walk

Basic walk

1.0

Sneaky walk

0.5

Joint rotation in y-axis (radians)

0

1

101

201

301 1

101

201

301 1

101

201

301

401

–0.5
–1.0

1.0

Frames

Frames

–1.5
Basic walk in
female timings

Frames
Sneaky walk in
basic timings

Basic walk in
sneaky timings

Female walk in
basic timings

0.5
0
1
–0.5

101

201

301 1

101

201

301

1

101

201

301

401

1

101

201

301

401

–1.0
–1.5

Frames

Frames
Hip_y

Chest_y

Neck_y

Frames

Frames
Left_shoulder_y

Left_forearm_y

Left_hand_y

Fig. 6. Comparison of temporal transfers between the example motions: in the basic walk, peak rotations for the upper body, especially
the arm joints, happen at similar times. In the basic walk in female timings, they are now shifted to the left side and their
amplitudes are scaled in correspondence with the pattern observed in the female walk. In the female walk in basic timings, peak
rotations are shifted to the right side, while some of the amplitudes are scaled up largely (that is, the forearm joint) for bigger
arm swings observed in the basic walk. In the basic walk in sneaky timings, peak rotations and their amplitudes are shifted and
scaled in correspondence with the pattern observed in the sneaky walk. For example, peak rotations for the forearm joint now
happen earlier than its parent, the shoulder joint, while their amplitudes are scaled up relatively. This happens in the opposite
way with the sneaky walk in the basic timings. In the graphs, selected joint rotations are traced for the first two cycles.
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Fig. 5. This is performed in a similar way as the shifting
operation; that is, between the child and its parent joint, a
scaling amount, δ, for the input motion is estimated based on
the ratio of the amplitudes in the rotation curve as follows:
  IP   TC

  IC    TP

 


,


(4)

where αIC and αIP are the peak-to-peak amplitudes for the child
and its parent joints in the input motion, respectively, and
similarly, αTC and αTP are defined for the timing source. Here,
we set δ = 1 if the amplitude for the child or its parent joint is
constant. To scale the range of the movements in the upper
body, we multiply δ with the joint rotation values in the input
motion.

V. Experimental Results
Our experiments were performed on an Intel Core2QuadTM
2.4 GHz CPU with 8 GB memory. The skeleton structure used
for all outputs consists of 50 DOF: 6 for the root translation and
orientation; 12 for the torso and head orientation; 9 for each
arm orientation; and 7 for each leg orientation. All example
motions are captured at a rate of 120 fps. The system is best
understood through examples of its use, as described below
and included in the accompanying video.

1. Temporal Transfer

spacings and varies the speed smoothly from one stance to
another, which is similar to the pattern observed in the captured
motion. This justifies the use of the ratio-based method over the
arc length–based method.
Next, we show the style transfers between two example
motions. For these edits, we selected one motion as an input
target motion and another as a timing source from the example
set. The variable body speed and upper-body timings of the
source are transferred into the input motion. At first, we used
the basic walk as input and the female walk as the source. The
output motion is shown in Fig. 8; the basic walk in the timings
of the female walk shows some of the temporal characteristics
shown in the female walk such as the modulation in the torso
movements and relaxed arm swings with reduced range
compared to the basic walk. When we exchanged the input and
timing source, the output (the female motion in the timings of
the basic walk) showed an increasing rigidness throughout the
torso and forearm bends, which is reminiscent of the temporal
features observed in the basic walk. Figure 6 compares the joint
rotations between these motions. Next, we performed similar
transfers between the basic and sneaky motions. Even though
there is a large difference in the body speed for each phase
between these two motions, the output motions exhibit
stylistically very different movements from their input motions.
As seen in Fig. 8, we can observe the sense of caution and
hesitation, not present in the original basic walk, from the basic
walk in the sneaky timings. On the other hand, there is rush and

Our experiments start with comparing two outputs generated
from different global transferring methods. For this, we used
the basic walk as the input motion and female walk as the
timing source to show their differences in the temporal
transition between the key times. Applying the arc length–
based method, the output shows discontinuities between the
foot stances due to the sudden changes in the speed and linear
spacings between the in-between frames, as shown in Fig. 7.
On the other hand, the ratio-based method provides gradual

Fig. 7. This shows distributions between the time spent and arc
length traveled by the root joint from various examples.
Here, SS, MS, and ES denote the key times for start
stance, mid-stance, and end stance, in a left (L) or a right
(R) foot stance, respectively.
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Fig. 8. Output comparisons between the basic and female timings
(top) and between the basic and sneaky timings (bottom).
Two example motions and their outputs are shown from
left to right, respectively.
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Fig. 9. Outputs in tiredness: jogging (top) and nervous (bottom)
motions are edited with the tired timings, respectively.
Here, timing source, input, and output motions are shown
from left to right for each output.

Fig. 10. Outputs with balancing motions: balancing motion in
the energetic timings (top) and ape-like motion in
the balancing timings (bottom) are shown, respectively.
Here, timing source, input, and output motions are
shown from left to right for each output.

haste in the sneaky walk with the basic timings. This output is
further edited to generate a slightly pulled-back version by
slowing down the step-down periods of the feet. For this, we
simply extended the duration between MS and ES by 1.5 times
and the duration between ES and SS by 2 times for each foot.
Figure 6 compares the joint rotations between these motions.
In addition, various style transfers are performed from the
example set; that is, the jogging and nervous motions in the
tired timings, the balancing motion in the energetic timings,
and the ape-like motion in the balancing timings. As seen in
Figs. 9 and 10, all of these outputs show plausible motions that
are similar to the input motion spatially and to the timing
source motion temporally. For example, the physical state, such
as tiredness (from the tired motion) or haste (from the energetic
motion), not present in the input motion, is introduced into the
output motion only by editing the temporal attributes of a
timing source. However, as seen in Fig. 10, the ape-like motion
in the balancing timings shows that the output lacks balancing
movements; rather, it looks more like a tired ape-like motion.
This is mainly because the lower-body movement in this
source motion contains key characteristic features of the

balancing action. Nevertheless, our temporal transfer between
different examples proves to be very useful to generate output
that exhibits the style characteristics of the selected example
without destroying the spatial details and constraints of the
original motion.
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2. Locomotion Synthesis on Arbitrary Path
We demonstrate the usefulness of our style transfer in the
interactive applications by applying a set of short loop cycles to
generate a longer sequence with continuously varied timings.
For this, we selected the basic walk as an input motion and a
set of timing sources from basic, sneaky, jogging, tired, and
energetic walk. At first, five loop cycles are generated by
applying temporal transfers, such as the basic walk in the
energetic timings, and other timing sources. To generate an
output of a longer sequence, we applied the locomotion
synthesis on an arbitrary motion path suggested by [24], which
concatenates a series of the loop cycles on the path specified by
an animator. As shown in Fig. 11, the character follows the
given path while showing a series of different emotional and
Yejin Kim et al.
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perceived the style of the judged motion to be the same as that
of the timing source used in its creation, except the balancing
motion, where spatial data is the dominant factor to decide this
particular style.

VI. Conclusion

physical states in the output sequence, derived from the timing
sources. Similarly, an additional output is generated by using
the jogging motion as input and a set of timing sources from
the jogging, sneaky, ape-like, tired, and female walks.

Style is probably the most important element in expressive
character animation as it conveys to the audience the distinctive
information about a character and makes animation content
meaningful. Nevertheless, editing a wide variety of styles from
a given motion via a number of low-level control parameters or
DOF is a laborious and time-consuming task for most users
who are not familiar with human motion properties and lack
years of animation training. This is especially true for editing
the temporal aspect of motions, as noted by [7] with “The
emotional state of a character can also be defined more by its
movement than by its appearance, and the varying speed of
those movements indicates whether the character is lethargic,
excited, nervous or relaxed.”
In this paper, we have presented a temporal editing system
that captures timing variations from an example set and applies
them to an input motion for style transfer. For this, we provided
a simple but effective method to construct a loop cycle for each
example motion and a timing transfer process for the variable
body speed and succession in the upper body from one motion
to another. During these transfers, the system requires
minimum user intervention and provides quick style changes.
A user study confirms that our system is able to effectively
transform an input motion into a desired style.
In conclusion, the proposed system is applicable for
interactive systems, where a character locomotion is typically
directed to follow a motion path, as demonstrated in our results.
In addition, we expect that our system can contribute to
expanding the range of motion data available in a quick, costeffective way by editing the existing data into a desired style
without destroying physical details in the original motion.

3. User Case Study

VII. Discussion

Twenty-five college students were recruited for the
perception task to test the effects of our system. We used a set
of motion clips that contains a basic locomotion with different
timing sources from the example set (see Table 3). Each
subject was asked to select the most likely style perceived after
watching a clip several times. Table 3 shows the selection
results in terms of percentages; that is, the number of votes
received for each style is divided by the total number of
subjects. It is noteworthy that for each of the timing sources,
a significant majority of the twenty-five subjects correctly

Some of the limitations in our system are discussed in
this section. The proposed system focuses on expressive
locomotion generation based on specific example data, such as
repetitive motions like walking. This immediately imposes a
limitation on its usage on other types of motion data. In cyclic
motions like walking or jogging, the correlations between
the body parts are generally strong throughout the motion
sequence, especially the arm and leg swings. This will not be
the case for acyclic motions such as ballet and dance. While
specific motions may have strong correlations, their

Fig. 11. Locomotion synthesis on arbitrary path: basic (top) and
jogging (bottom) sequences follow a given path with a
set of timing sources.
Table 3. Perception test for a set of output styles generated from the
following timing sources: energetic (E), tired (T), sneaky (S),
nervous (N), ape-like (A), and balancing (B) motions.
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Perception (%)

Timing
sources

E

Energetic
Tired
Sneaky

T

S

N

A

B

84

0

0

80

12

4

0

0

4

12

0

4

0

20

76

4

0

0

Nervous

0

16

0

84

0

0

Ape-like

16

0

16

8

60

0

Balancing

28

0

8

12

8
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correlations may vary from motion to motion; thus, the
motions certainly will not be cycled in the same way as cyclic
ones. Using such types of motions may require a more
sophisticated strategy [26] to detect important moments of style,
not only from the foot-plants, but also from other body parts,
such as the head and hands, to establish more comprehensive
correlations throughout the body.
Our temporal transfers can generate plausible output motion
from any example set; however, its style might not be one
that an animator intended. This is especially true when the
lower-body movements in the timing source contain key
characteristic features of the desired style. For example, the
ape-like motion generated with the balancing timings, as
shown in Fig. 10, appears more like a tired motion due to the
missing spatial data from the source — the balancing action.
Thus, our approach works best for motions that convey stylistic
activities mainly from the upper body parts.
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